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New flight connection in the summer flight schedule

Twice a week from Hahn Airport to Pristina

The summer timetable from TRIWO Hahn Airport will be extended by a new route: the Croatian Trade Air will connect Hahn Airport with Pristina from 16th of June 2024. A Trade Air aircraft will take off from Airport Hahn on behalf of Kosovo-based MyWings every Thursday and Sunday and will fly to the capital of the Republic of Kosovo. The aircraft used is an A319.

The new route enables people from Kosovo to travel to their home country quickly and easily, but is also interesting for tourists. Pristina is considered the cultural center of Kosovo. The city invites its visitors to explore mosques, the old city center, and the national library with its uncommon domes.

"The new Pristina connection adds another attractive destination to the summer flight schedule of Hahn Airport, bringing the total to 41 warm-water and city destinations," says Rüdiger Franke, Managing Director of TRIWO Hahn Airport. "We are constantly working on extending our flight schedule." Franke also announces: "This year, we want to reach the two million passenger mark."

The flights are operated on behalf of MyWings in Kosovo. The new flight connection Hahn-Pristina can be booked already by various websites:

- https://www.flyrbp.com/
- https://www.mysky24.com/
- https://www.airmunich.eu/
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About TRIWO Hahn Airport
From an American military airfield to an international commercial airport with 24-hour operations: since its civilian opening in 1993, Hahn Airport has developed into an important aviation location for passengers and freight. In 2023, TRIWO Hahn Airport counted 1.7 million passengers – an increase of 21 percent compared to 2022. TRIWO AG has been the owner of the airport company TRIWO Hahn Airport GmbH since May 2023.

About Trade Air
Established in April 1994 with its headquarters in Zagreb, Trade Air proudly carries the name of a successful charter carrier. Airline fleet today comprises of five A320, one A319 and one Saab 340 engaged in the scheduled traffic around Europe.

About MyWings
Founded in Pristina, MyWings seeing the demand and needs of Kosovo citizens for travel is committed to provide high quality air connections between Kosovo and European destinations. Today, MyWings connects Pristina airport with Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg (MLH), Geneva (GVA), Malmö (MMX), Gothenburg-Landvetter (GOT), Helsinki-Vatnaa (HEL), Munich (MUC), Nuremberg (NUE), Memmingen (FMM), Stuttgart (STR), Dusseldorf (DUS),
Cologne-Bonn (CGN), Paderborn (PAD), Hannover (HAJ), Hamburg (HAM), Bremen (BRE) and now also Hahn (HHN).
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